We formulate the merchant trading of energy in a network of storage and transport assets as a Markov decision process with uncertain energy prices, generalizing known models. Because of the intractability of our model, we develop heuristics and both lower and dual (upper) bounds on the optimal policy value estimated within Monte Carlo simulation. We achieve tractability using linear optimization, extending near optimal approximate dynamic programming techniques for the case of a single storage asset, versions of two of which are commercially available. We propose (i) a generalization of a deterministic reoptimization heuristic, (ii) an iterative version of the least squares Monte Carlo approach, and (iii) a perfect information dual bound. We apply our methods to a set of realistic natural gas instances. The combination of our reoptimization heuristic and dual bound emerges as a practical approach to nearly optimally solve our model. Our iterative least squares Monte Carlo heuristic is also close to optimal. Compared to our other heuristic, it exhibits slightly larger optimality gaps and requires some tuning, but is faster to execute in some cases. Our methods could enhance single storage asset software and have potential relevance beyond our specific application.
Introduction
Energy is a commodity traded in spot and forward wholesale markets (Kaminski 2012 , Roncoroni et al. 2015 . Merchants have access to energy storage and transport infrastructure through ownership of physical or contractual assets. These assets allow merchants to trade energy across current and future dates and geographical locations to take advantage of positive price differentials in these markets.
The merchant trading of energy in a network of storage and transport assets has received limited attention in the extant literature. We model this problem as a finite horizon Markov decision process (MDP) formulated in a real option setting (Smith and McCardle 1999 , Eydeland and Wolyniec 2003 , Geman 2005 , Smith 2005 , Burger et al. 2007 , Secomandi and Seppi 2014 , Swindle 2014 . In every stage, the states of this MDP include the inventory levels of the energy storage assets and the forward curves -a vector of futures prices (Clewlow and Strickland 2000, Chapter 4 ) -for a set of wholesale energy markets connected by the transport assets. We model the stochastic evolution of the forward curves using a term-structure model (Clewlow and Strickland 2000, Chapter 8) , making a price taking assumption.
The curses of dimensionality (Powell 2011, §1.2) , in particular the high dimensional state space and the difficulty of evaluating expectations, make computing an optimal policy for our MDP intractable. We overcome this intractability using linear optimization within approximate dynamic programming (ADP; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996 , Chang et al. 2007 , Powell 2011 , Bertsekas 2012 . We extend near optimal single storage asset ADP methods (Boogert and De Jong 2008 , Secomandi 2010b , Lai et al. 2010 , Wu et al. 2012 , Nadarajah et al. 2017 : Both heuristics based on reoptimization or least squares Monte Carlo (LSM), variants of which are part of commercial software (KYOS 2014 , Lacima 2014 , MathWorks 2014 , FEA 2015 , EnergyQuants 2015 , and an upper bound.
We adapt to our network setting a reoptimization heuristic (RH; Gray and Khandelwal 2004) .
Our RH method makes decisions by solving a linear program that represents the deterministic version of our MDP formulated using the information available at a given stage and state.
The LSM approach includes regress-now/later (LSMN/L) variants (Carriere 1996 , Longstaff and Schwartz 2001 , Tsitsiklis and Van Roy 2001 , and Glasserman and Yu 2004 , which rely on estimating continuation/value function approximations (C/VFAs). We face two complications: How to (i) make high dimensional decisions and (ii) sample the inventory level vectors of the storage assets that support these CFAs. We develop an iterative LSMN (ILSMN) version based on CFAs that at each stage are specified for a manageable number of such inventory vectors and are distinguished by basis functions that depend on the forward curves. At a given stage and state ILSMN makes decisions by solving a linear program that combines these inventory-specific CFAs into a CFA that applies to any reachable vector of inventory levels. ILSMN estimates inventory-specific CFAs based on sample paths of forward curves obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. It iteratively generates inventory level vectors by solving the same linear programs used to make decisions but specified with respect to the CFAs available at the previous iteration.
We show that both RH and ILSMN are ADP methods based on CFAs that share the piecewise linear concavity of the exact continuation functions in the inventory levels of the storage assets.
Hence, our heuristics yield policies that belong to a family that includes an optimal policy.
We evaluate the policies associated with RH and ILSMN using Monte Carlo simulation, thus estimating lower bounds on the value of an optimal policy. We also estimate within Monte Carlo simulation a dual (upper) bound on this value (Brown et al. 2010 and references therein). We set the dual penalties based on VFAs that are linear in the inventory levels on the storage assets, which we estimate by developing an LSML method that relies on a fixed set of inventory levels and uses linear optimization to make decisions. We can thus formulate the dual models as linear programs.
We apply our methods to realistic natural gas instances with up to three storage assets partly developed in conjunction with an energy trading company. Our dual bound is almost tight and both RH and ILSMN yield close to optimal policies. Relative to RH, ILSMN exhibits marginally larger optimality gaps and needs some tuning but is faster to execute on both our single storage asset instances and one set of our two storage asset instances. In other words, achieving near optimality only requires reactively capturing uncertainty in the optimization, which frees it from stochastic model assumptions and does not involve selecting basis functions and tuning of their associated parameters, and has computational advantages with enough storage assets. RH and our dual bound are thus a practical approach to solve our model almost optimally. Our analysis also suggests that optimal storage and transport decisions strongly compete for the capacity of the transport assets. Single storage asset software packages could be modified to include our methods.
Besides natural gas and other energy sources, such as coal, electricity, oil, and petroleum products, our research has relevance for the merchant trading of other commodities, such as agricultural products, metals, and non-energy natural resources, e.g., water and timber. More generally, our techniques may be applicable to other resource allocation problems (Powell 2011, Chapter 13) .
We review the extant literature in §2. We formulate our MDP in §3. We analyze it in §4. We present RH and ILSMN in §5 and §6, respectively, and examine them in §7. We introduce our dual bound and LSML version in §8. We discuss our numerical study in §9. We conclude in §10. Online Appendix A includes proofs. Online Appendix B contains supporting material.
Literature Review
Our MDP extends the energy merchant operations literature (Secomandi and Seppi 2014) , in which energy conversion assets are modeled as real options (Dixit and Pindyck 1994, Trigeorgis 1996) : It generalizes to a setting with multiple energy storage and transport assets energy trading models with one storage asset and no transport assets (Scott et al. 2000 , Maragos 2002 , Sinha et al. 2004 , Boogert and De Jong 2008 , Lai et al. 2010 , Secomandi 2010b , Thompson 2012 , Wu et al. 2012 , Mazières and Boogert 2013 , Bäuerle and Riess 2014 , Jiang and Powell 2015 , Zhou et al. 2015 , Nadarajah et al. 2017 or one or more transport assets and no storage assets (Deng et al. 2001 , Secomandi 2010a , Secomandi and Wang 2012 . Bannister and Kaye (1991) , Löhndorf and Minner (2010) , Devalkar et al. (2011) , Kim and Powell (2011 ), Lai et al. (2011 ), Grillo et al. (2012 , Arvesen et al. (2013) , Denault et al. (2013), Nascimento and Powell (2013) , Zhou et al. (2013) , Jiang et al. (2014) , Salas and Powell (2014) , Moazeni et al. (2015) , and Powell and Miesel (2016) jointly optimize energy/commodity production/procurement and storage assets (Arvesen et al. 2013 model linepack storage in a natural gas pipeline). In contrast to ours, their models do not feature a network of energy storage and transport assets. Midthun (2007) proposes a model of natural gas production, transportation, and storage. In this model, storage occurs at dedicated facilities or via linepack by varying the natural gas pressure within pipelines, but transport between markets is not allowed. Rømo et al. (2009) develop and apply a network model of natural gas production and transportation, which, different from our model, does not include storage. Merener et al. (2016) optimize the production, shipping, and storage of agricultural commodities in a network with deterministic prices, whereas we model energy price uncertainty (see Markland 1975 , Markland and Newett 1976 , Devalkar et al. 2011 , Boyabatli et al. 2011 , Kazaz and Webster 2011 , and Boyabatli 2015 for other applications related to agricultural commodities).
The piecewise linear concavity in the inventory levels of the exact value and continuation functions of our model generalizes a known property for a single storage asset (Secomandi 2010b , Nascimento and Powell 2013 , van de Ven et al. 2013 . Moreover, it is analogous to a result of Salas and Powell (2014) for multiple storage assets.
The policy associated with RH in the case of only one storage asset without transport assets is known as the rolling intrinsic policy (Gray and Khandelwal 2004) . Our network extension of this policy is new, but the StoragePLUS software (FEA 2015) includes a version of the rolling intrinsic policy for a single storage asset with multiple transport assets. Secomandi (2010b Secomandi ( , 2015 , Lai et al. (2010), and Wu et al. (2012) have documented the near optimality of the rolling intrinsic policy.
The persistence of this feature of our RH method that we observe on our network instances is novel.
Our ADP interpretation of RH resembles one of a related heuristic in Secomandi (2015) .
The LSM approach is commonly applied to MDPs with operational (e.g., inventory) states that are enumerated (Glasserman 2004 , Chapter 8 and references therein, Cortazar et al. 2008 , Nadarajah et al. 2017 or discretized based on a grid De Jong 2008, Arvesen et al. 2013) , either optimally Secomandi 2015, Nadarajah et al. 2017) or using specialized procedures (Carmona and Ludkovski 2010 , Denault et al. 2013 , Bäuerle and Riess 2014 . The iterative approach that underlies ILSMN is thus novel for the LSM literature, but resembles approximate policy iteration methods (see, e.g., Powell 2011, §10.5) . Further, LSM applications, as the ones in the works just cited, typically consider MDPs with low dimensional action spaces that enable action optimization by enumeration. Because our MDP features a large action space, ILSMN and our LSML version instead solve linear programs to make decisions. In particular, although our inventory-specific CFAs and our VFAs extend the C/VFAs of Nadarajah et al. (2017) , which are themselves related to the CFAs of Boogert and De Jong (2008) , the specific embedding of these functions in the ILSMN optimization model appears novel for the LSM literature. However, the use of linear programming is common in the ADP literature (Powell 2011, §13.3) , for instance in the context of energy storage (e.g., Nascimento and Powell 2013, Salas and . Pereira and Pinto (1991) , Scott et al. (2000) , Löhndorf et al. (2013) , Asamov and Powell (2015) , and references therein also compute CFAs for energy storage models. They use stochastic dual dynamic programming methods that require either stagewise independence for the evolution of the stochastic part of the state or low dimensional models thereof. In contrast, our approach is not restricted to these cases. includes a comparison of LSMN and the rolling intrinsic policy for the single storage asset case. In the context of wind energy production and storage, Salas and Powell (2014) compare a CFA-based ADP heuristic and a model predictive control heuristic (Camacho and Bordons 2007) , which is a technique analogous to RH. Our numerical study broadens this line of investigation by considering ILSMN and RH in a novel energy storage setting. Secomandi (2015) proposes estimating dual bounds on the value of a single storage asset by formulating the dual optimizations as linear programs. We generalize this approach to our network case. This author sets the dual penalties using the exact value function of a relaxed version of the single-storage MDP that is available in essentially closed form and is linear in inventory. Instead, for this purpose we employ VFAs that are linear in inventory, which we estimate numerically using our LSML version. Our research confirms the near optimal performance of "linear" penalties for the estimation of dual bounds (see also Brown and Smith 2014) .
Model
In this section we formulate our MDP. A merchant owns given energy transport and storage assets.
For example, in §9 these assets represent contracts on the capacity of natural gas pipelines and storage facilities. We model the locations corresponding to the storage assets and the wholesale markets connected by the transport assets as nodes on a network. We include these locations and markets in sets L and M, respectively, with corresponding cardinalities denoted as L and M .
Storage assets and markets may be colocated. The node set of the network is L Y M.
The storage and transport assets allow the merchant to trade energy across different markets and dates. We define a trade as a unique path (sequence of nodes) in the network. Our model is formulated based on the set of trades J . We assume it is feasible to enumerate all the trades supported by the merchant storage and transport assets. Otherwise, we could equivalently formulate our model using the node-to-node flows as modeling objects.
Trades can be performed at each of I times. The i-th trading time is T i with i an element of set I :" t0, 1, . . . , I´1u. The amount of energy transacted at time T i under trade j P J is x i,j . The operational execution of this transaction occurs in between dates T i and T i`1 . The time T i vector of trade amounts is x i :" px i,j , j P J q.
We model capacity constraints by imposing limits on the maximal amount of energy that can be received or delivered by the transport assets at a market or that can be added or removed from a storage asset during a single time period, that is, the time period elapsed in between two successive trading times. The receipt and delivery capacities, respectively, of the transport assets at market m are C R m and C D m , where R is for receipt and D is for delivery. The inventory increase and decrease capacities, respectively, of storage asset l are Cl and Cĺ ; here the`and´signs denote inventory addition and removal, respectively.
The subsets of the set of trades J with paths that include node m as a receipt point and a delivery point, respectively, are J R pmq and J D pmq. We denote by y i,l the stage i (energy) inventory level of storage asset l. The vector of such inventory levels is y i :" py i,l , l P Lq. The maximal allowed inventory level of the l-th storage asset isȳ l . The set of feasible inventory level vectors is Y :" Ś lPL r0,ȳ l s. The sets of trades that respectively add and remove energy to and from storage asset l are J`plq and J´plq. Given the vector of inventory levels y i P Y, the vector of trade amounts x i is feasible if it satisfies the following constraints:
x i,j ě 0, @j P J .
Constraints (1) and (2) restrict the received and delivered energy at each market to be less than the receipt and delivery capacities, respectively. Constraints (3) and (4) limit the energy addition and removal, respectively, at each storage asset to be smaller than its inventory increase and decrease capacities. Constraints (5) and (6) ensure that these energy amounts do not exceed the available space and inventory, respectively, available at each storage asset. Constraints (7) enforce nonnegativity of the trade amounts. We denote as X py i q the set of feasible trade amounts for y i P Y.
A futures market is available at each market m. The price at time T i of a futures with maturity on date T i 1 , with i and i 1 P I and i 1 ě i, and delivery at market m is F i,i 1 ,m P R`. The forward curve for this market at this time is
The array of forward curves and the vector of spot prices across all markets at time T i are F i :" pF i,m , m P Mq and s i :" ps i,m , m P Mq, respectively. We define F I :" 0.
We use the set I as the stage set of our MDP. A state in stage i is the pair py i , F i q. Executing the vector of trade amounts x i changes the inventory level of each storage asset l from y i,l at time Following Lai et al. (2010) and Secomandi and Wang (2012), we monetize the execution of this trade amount vector using the stage i spot prices vector using the reward function
here (i) the term α 1 j ps i q includes the per-unit cost incurred or revenue earned from respectively buying or selling energy on the spot markets and the monetization at the prices traded in these markets of any energy losses that may arise from transportation/storage inefficiencies for each trade j and (ii) the term α 2 j captures the marginal transportation/storage costs for each such trade (Online Appendix B.2 specifies these terms for the natural gas application considered in §9). A known stochastic process governs the evolution of the array of forward curves F i from each stage i to the next one. We assume this process to be both Markovian and unaffected by the execution of the trade amounts (that is, the merchant is a small player and, hence, a price taker). We present such a model in §9.1.
A policy π is the collection of decision rules tX π i , i P Iu, where X π i : py i , F i q Ñ X py i q for each pi, y i , F i q P IˆYˆR
M¨pI´iq
. The set of all feasible policies is Π. We use risk neutral valuation of cash flows (see, e.g., Secomandi and Seppi 2014, Ch. 3) . We denote by E expectation under the corresponding risk-neutral probability measure for the evolution of the array of forward curves. This measure is unique when the commodity market is complete (see, e.g., Secomandi and Seppi 2014, Ch. 3). This assumption is common in the energy real option and merchant operations literature (see, e.g., Smith and McCardle 1999 , Smith 2005 , Secomandi and Seppi 2014 , and references therein).
We also make it here. For simplicity, the constant δ is the risk-free discount factor from each time
where y π i is the random inventory level reached in stage i when using policy π.
Structural Analysis
In this section we analyze our MDP. In §4.1 we discuss the interplay between the optimization of the storage and transport decisions, highlighting the need to jointly optimize them. In §4.2 we establish the structure of the MDP value and continuation functions and explain how they would lead, if known, to the efficient computation of optimal decisions.
Interplay between Storage and Transport Decisions
In our MDP the storage and transport decisions compete for the receipt and delivery capacities of the network nodes. Intuitively, there is thus potential substitution between these optimized choices. Let Π S and Π T be the subsets of the set of feasible policies Π that allow only storagebased and transport-alone trades, respectively (a storage-based trade can also include a transport trade). Proposition 4.1 relates the optimal objective function value of model (9), V 0 py 0 , F 0 q, and the analogous values with the restrictions π P Π S and π P Π T , V S 0 py 0 , F 0 q and V T 0 py 0 , F 0 q, respectively.
The second inequality in Proposition 4.1 is consistent with the definition of substitutes in Topkis (1998, §2.6.1). There is substitution between optimized storage and transport decisions only when this inequality is strict; that is, otherwise combining the optimal storage-based and transport-alone policies gives an optimal policy. When the first inequality in this proposition holds as an equality there is maximal substitution between the storage and transport decisions taken by the jointly optimized policy: These choices exclude each other and this policy corresponds to the best of the optimal storage-based and transport-alone policies. No, partial, and maximal substitution can all arise. However, our numerical analysis conducted in §9 suggests that partial substitution occurs in our natural gas application. In this case the optimization in model (9) cannot be simplified by using either the best of or both the two separately optimized storage-based and transport-alone policies.
Further, in general it is impossible to combine these two policies to obtain an optimal policy, e.g., by executing first the decisions prescribed by the former policy and then the ones dictated by the latter policy that remain feasible, or vice versa.
Value and Continuation Functions and Computing Optimal Decisions
In theory an optimal policy for our MDP could be found by solving a stochastic dynamic program (SDP), which we now formulate. We define the inventory change from time T i to time T i`1 for storage asset l corresponding to the vector of feasible trades x i as ∆y i,l px i q :" ř jPJ`plq x i,jř jPJ´plq x i,j and the vector of such changes as ∆y i px i q :" p∆y i,l px i q, l P Lq. The stated SDP, for each pi,
with V i p¨,¨q and W i p¨,¨q the value and continuation functions in stage i and boundary conditions V I py I , F I q :" 0 for y I P Y. Proposition 4.2 characterizes the behavior of these functions in the inventory levels of the storage assets. If the continuation function were known, this result implies that finding an optimal solution to the maximization on the right hand side of (10) would involve formulating and solving a finite dimensional linear program (see, e.g., Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis 1997, §1.3) . However, computing this function is intractable because of (i) the high-dimensional state space of SDP (10)- (11) and (ii) the inability to compute the expectation in (11). We thus develop both heuristics for model (9) and bounds on its optimal policy value.
RH
In this section we describe the RH method. This heuristic makes decisions at each stage and stage by optimizing a tractable linear program in lieu of the intractable linear programming equivalent reformulation of the maximization in (10) (see the discussion toward the end of §4.2). At stage i and state py i , F i q, RH solves the deterministic version of model (9) 
The decision variables of this linear program are the pairs of trade amount and inventory level vectors px i 1 , y 1 i 1 q for each stage i 1 through I´1. The objective function (12) is the sum of the discounted rewards collected from stages i through I´1, with the stage i 1 cash flows monetized using the vector of futures prices F i,i 1 . Constraint (13) At each stage i and state py i , F i q, the RH policy executes the trade amounts that correspond to the values of the decision variables for stage i in an optimal solution to model (12)- (15), that is, the optimal trading choices pertaining to stage i alone. The value of this policy can be estimated by executing it within a Monte Carlo simulation of the array of forward curves and resulting vector of inventory levels starting from the initial state in stage 0 through the last stage I´1. Specifically, we generate a set of sample paths of arrays of forwards curves for times T 1 through T I´1 . For each such sample path, we execute the trade amounts obtained by solving (12)- (15) (12)- (15) is re-solved at this stage and state. This reoptimization and decision-making process repeats until the last stage is reached. We discount to stage 0 and cumulate the cash flows obtained at each stage and visited state. Finally, we average these discounted cash flow sums across all the sample paths to obtain an unbiased lower bound estimate on the value of an optimal policy. In practice, implementing the RH policy does not require assuming a model of the evolution of the array of forward curves, because observed futures prices can be used instead.
ILSMN
In this section we discuss ILSMN. The ILSMN policy makes decisions in each stage and state by solving a tractable linear program that resembles the intractable maximization in (10). The tractability of the former model stems from the use of a low-dimensional CFA in lieu of the exact continuation function in the latter model. At each stage, this CFA is a convex combination of inventory-specific CFAs defined on a set of reference inventory vectors. ILSMN estimates these CFAs based on Monte Carlo simulation of the array of forward curves and least squares regression, as is typical for LSM methods, as well as linear programming, which is atypical for LSM techniques.
ILSMN employs this optimization technique to obtain the sets of reference inventory vectors that support each such CFA in each stage. This process is iterative and relies on the reference inventory vectors and inventory-specific CFAs obtained in the prior iteration and the linear program used to make decisions, until the final ones are obtained. The estimation of the value of the ILSMN policy in the initial stage and state is analogous to the estimation of the value of the RH policy in this stage and state. We define the inventory-specific CFAs in §6.1, introduce the CFA and linear program used to make decisions, as well as generate reference inventory vectors, in §6.2, present the generation of reference inventory vectors and estimation of the inventory-specific CFAs in §6.3, and discuss some algorithmic aspects in §6.4.
Inventory-Specific CFAs
At each stage the inventory-specific CFAs are linear combinations of given basis functions of the arrays of forward curves, e.g., polynomials of futures prices, with weights that depend on the stage, the basis function, and the reference inventory vector. Specifically, fix a stage i ‰ I´1.
Here we assume given the reference inventory vectors for stage i`1. Their number is Q i`1 .
We define Q i`1 :" t1, 2, . . . , Q i`1 u. We denote as y q i`1 the q-th reference inventory vector, with q P Q i`1 , and define the set of such vectors as p
There are B i such functions and we define B i :" t1, 2, . . . , B i u. The weight associated with the b-th basis function and the q-th reference inventory vector in set p
The corresponding inventory-specific CFA is ř
CFA and Making Decisions
The ILSMN policy makes decisions by solving a linear program that relies on a CFA expressed as a convex combination of the inventory-specific CFAs. Specifically, at stage i and state py i , F i q the decision variables of this model are the trading decision vector x i and each weight θ i`1,q in this combination given to the inventory-specific CFA corresponding to the reference inventory vector
s.t.
The objective function (16) 
Generating the Reference Inventory Vectors and Estimating the InventorySpecific CFAs
ILSMN generates the reference inventory vectors and estimates its inventory-specific CFAs iteratively: It alternates between (i) the estimation of inventory-specific CFAs using an LSMN approach based on the sets of reference inventory vectors obtained in the previous iteration and (ii) the updating of these sets given the inventory-specific CFAs determined in the prior iteration. A common input to both LSMN and ILSMN is the set tF h i , pi, hq P IˆHu, with H :" t1, 2, . . . , Hu, of H paths of arrays of forward curves sampled for stages 1 through I´1 using Monte Carlo simulation starting from the known stage 0 array of forward curves F 0 . We present LSMN and ILSMN in this order.
(ii) Set of arrays of forward curves samples tF h i , pi, hq P IˆHu. (iii) Set of reference inventory vector sets t p Y i , i P Izt0uu and corresponding set of index sets tQ i , i P Izt0uu.
initialization: Define γ I´1 as a vector of zeros.
Solve a version of the linear program (16)- (20) formulated at stage i`1 and state py q i`1 , F h i`1 q using the inventory-specific CFA weight vector γ i`1 and use its optimal objective function value discounted by δ as the inventory-specific continuation function estimate w i`1 py
(ii) Perform a least squares regression on the set of inventory-specific continuation function estimates tw i`1 py q i`1 , F h i`1 q, h P Hu to determine the inventory-specific CFA weight vector γ i .
output
: Set of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors tγ i , i P Izt0uu.
Algorithm 1 summarizes LSMN. The inputs to LSMN are the set of basis functions; the set of arrays of forward curves sample paths; and the set of (assumed known) reference inventory vector sets and corresponding set of index sets. For expositional convenience, we define the vector of stage i inventory-specific CFA weights γ i :" pγ i,b,q , pb,P B iˆQi`1 q. After setting to 0 the elements of vector γ I´1 , LSMN performs the following steps for each stage i from stage I´2 back to stage 0 and each reference inventory vector index in set Q i`1 :
• In step (i) it solves a version of the linear program (16)- (20) formulated in stage i`1 and state py q i`1 , F h i`1 q based on the known stage i`1 inventory-specific CFA weight vector γ i`1 and uses its optimal objective function value discounted by δ as the inventory-specific continuation function estimate w i`1 py q i`1 , F h i`1 q.
• In step (ii) it executes a least squares regression of the latter estimates to determine the stage i inventory-specific CFA weight vector γ i .
LSMN gives as output the set of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors {γ i , i P Iu.
(ii) Number of array of forward curve sample paths used for inventory vector generation H. (iii) Set of basis functions tφ i,b , pi, bq P IˆB i uu.
(iv) Set of arrays of forward curves sample paths tF h i , pi, hq P IˆHu (v) Set of sets of reference vectors t p Y 0 i , i P Izt0uu and corresponding set of index sets tQ 0 i , i P Izt0uu.
initialization: Obtain the set of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors tγ 0 i , i P Iu by using Algorithm 1 with tφ i,b , pi, bq P IˆB i u, tF h i , pi, hq P IˆHu, t p Y 0 i , i P Izt0uu, and tQ 0 i , i P Izt0uu as inputs.
and Q n i :" Q n´1 i
for each stage i P I. (ii) Sample uniformly at random a subset H of H unique indices from set H and define
be an optimal trading vector of a version of linear program (16)-(20) formulated at stage i´1 and state py h i´1 , F h i´1 q using γ n´1 i´1 , and p Y n i , and
Compute the set of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors tγ n i , i P Iu by calling Algorithm 1 using tφ i,b , pi, bq P IˆB i u, tF h i , pi, hq P IˆHu, t p Y n i , i P Izt0uu, and tQ n i , i P Izt0uu as inputs.
output : Set of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors tγ N i , i P Izt0uu.
Algorithm 2 outlines ILSMN. The inputs to this method are the number of iterations N , the number of sampled arrays of forward curves H that we use for generating reference inventory vectors at each iteration, the same sets of basis functions and sample paths of arrays of forward curves used by LSMN, and the initial set of sets of reference inventory vectors t p Y 0 i , i P Izt0uu and its corresponding set of index sets tQ 0 i , i P Izt0uu. To construct each set p Y 0 i we use the minimal and maximal feasible inventory levels of each storage asset l that can be reached in stage i when starting from the initial inventory vector y 0 in stage 0, which we respectively define as y i,l :" maxt0, y 0´i Cĺ u and y i,l :" mintȳ l , y 0`i Cl , pI´iqCĺ u. We include in each such set both the two vectors corresponding to these inventory levels and the 2L inventory vectors with the l-th element equal to y i,l (respectively, y i,l ) and each other element l 1 equal to y i,l 1 (respectively, y i,l 1 ).
Each index set Q 0 i thus includes 2pL`1q elements. ILSMN uses Algorithm 1 to obtain the sets of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors tγ 0 i , i P I}. For each iteration n this method executes the following steps:
• In step (i) it makes the sets of reference inventory vectors for the current iteration equal to the analogous sets obtained at the end of the previous iteration.
• In step (ii) it samples uniformly at random a subset of H different elements from the set H of indices of the arrays of forward curves sample paths and includes them in set H, to reduce the computational burden of the next two steps, and defines the stage 0 inventory vector for each such chosen sample path index h as y h 0 :" y 0 .
• In step (iii) it obtains a trajectory of feasible inventory vectors from stages 1 through I´1
starting from y h 0 for each array of forward curve sample path index h P H and updates the current iteration sets of reference inventory vectors accordingly. Specifically, -in step (iii)(a) it lets the vector of trade amounts x h i´1 be an optimal solution to the linear program (16)-(20) formulated at stage i´1 and state py h i´1 , F h i´1 q using the stage i´1 inventory-specific CFA weight vector obtained in the previous iteration γ -in step (iii)(b) it determines the stage i inventory vector y h i by applying the vector of trade amounts x h i´1 to the inventory vector y h i´1 and if it is not an element of the set of reference inventory vectors p Y n i it adds it to this set and updates its corresponding set of indices Q n i by adding to it an index for the inventory vector y h i equal to the largest element of Q n i increased by one.
• In step (iv) it obtains the set of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors tγ n i , i P Iu as the output of Algorithm 1 called with the set of basis functions tφ i,b , pi, bq P IˆB i u, the set of sample paths of the arrays of forward curves tF h i , pi, hq P IˆHu, and the updated sets of sets of reference inventory vectors and their indices t p Y n i , i P Izt0uu and tQ n i , i P Izt0uu as inputs.
ILSMN returns the set of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors tγ N i , i P Iu.
Algorithmic Considerations
For simplicity of exposition, ILSMN uses a fixed number of iterations. We can replace this termination criterion with one that halts this method when the estimated value of the policy that corresponds to the set of inventory-specific CFA weight vectors obtained at a given iteration outperforms the analogous policy obtained at the previous iteration by less than a predefined amount.
We employ this alternative stopping rule in our numerical investigation performed in §9.
We can speed up the execution of each iteration of ILSMN by modifying its step (iii)(b) so that a new inventory vector is added to the current set of reference inventory vectors provided that its distance from this set, according to some metric, such as the Euclidean one, exceeds a given threshold. We use this approach in our numerical analysis presented in §9.
The definition of the initial sets of reference inventory vectors directly affects the next stage inventory vectors considered by the ILSMN policy when making decisions at a given stage and state, that is, once ILSMN has been executed, because these inventory vectors form the convex hull of the initial set of reference inventory vectors for the next stage. Our choice of these initial sets is tractable because the cardinality of each of these sets scales linearly in the number of storage assets L; recall that it is 2pL`1q. However, the stated convex hull for a given stage coincides with the set of inventory vectors that can be reached at this stage only for three or fewer storage assets, as in our numerical study discussed in §9. With four or more storage assets the ILSMN policy thus considers a strict subset of these inventory vectors when making decisions; that is, it ignores some feasible trade amounts. Addressing this issue by including in each initial set of reference inventory vectors all the vertices of the set of inventory vectors that are reachable in each stage is intractable when the number of storage assets is large, because the number of such vertices grows exponentially in this number. Tractability can be maintained in this case by (i) using modified inventory-specific
CFAs that are separable across small subsets of the set of storage assets that form a cover of this set and (ii) applying to each such subset our proposed approach to define the initial set of reference inventory vectors.
Discussion of Heuristics
In this section we relate the RH, ILSMN, and optimal policies and contrast RH and ILSMN.
As is typical in the ADP literature (Powell 2011 , Bertsekas 2012 , one can obtain a feasible vector of trade amounts for the maximization in (10) 
This result implies that the RH and ILSMN policies belong to a family of policies that includes an optimal policy for our MDP.
RH and ILSMN differ in how they use the model that describes the evolution of the array of forward curves to obtain their respective CFAs: RH ignores it and ILSMN does not. Thus, whereas the RH policy accounts for price uncertainty only via the updated state when making decisions, that is, reactively, the ILSMN policy also uses a CFA that is specified by considering this source of randomness. This reactive nature of the RH policy may seem to put it at a disadvantage with respect to the ILSMN policy. However, it may be advantageous because it (i) insulates the RH policy from any errors made when choosing and calibrating a price model in practice to which the ILSMN policy is instead exposed and (ii) avoids the selection of basis functions and the potentially time consuming process of estimating the resulting CFA associated with ILSMN. In other words, the RH policy is free of typically erroneous stochastic modeling assumptions, is simpler to use, does not involve tunable parameters, and may have a computational edge compared to the ILSMN policy.
Dual Bound
In this section we discuss how we estimate a dual bound on the optimal policy value of our MDP that can be used to assess the suboptimality of heuristics for this model, such as RH and ILSMN.
This approach relies on combining Monte Carlo simulation of the arrays of forward curves and optimization that uses hindsight knowledge of these arrays but imposes dual penalties on the availability of such information (see Brown et al. 2010 and references therein). In §8.1 we introduce the VFAs that we then employ to obtain dual penalties following a standard approach (Brown et al. 2010 ; as discussed by Nadarajah et al. 2017 , using VFAs rather than CFAs for this purpose has substantial computational advantage under a particular assumption, which we state in §8.2 and holds in our numerical study reported in §9). In §8.2 we develop LSML to estimate these VFAs. In §8.3 we discuss the estimation of our dual bound.
VFAs
We use VFAs that are linear in the inventory vector because they lead to linear dual optimization models. Similar to the CFAs that underly both LSMN and ILSMN, our VFAs expressed for given inventory vectors are convex combinations of inventory-specific VFAs. Different from these CFAs, besides their linearity in the inventory vectors, these VFAs are separable across storage assets.
They thus rely on inventory-specific VFAs than depend on inventory levels rather than inventory vectors. Each such VFA is a linear combination of basis functions of the array of forward curves. In particular, for each storage asset l we consider two reference inventory levels in each stage i P Izt0u:
The smallest and largest inventory levels that can be reached in this stage, y i,l and y i,l , respectively.
We employ the same basis functions used to specify our CFA but denote the weights of each basis 
which is a linear interpolation of the two given inventory-specific VFAs for the inventory level y i,l .
The assumed separability of our inventory-specific VFAs implies that the VFA for stage i and state py i , F i q is the sum of these expressions across the storage assets. We define β i and β i as the vectors pβ i,b,l , b P B iˆL q and pβ i,b,l , b P B iˆL q, respectively, and λ i,b py i , β i , β i q as the sum over the set of storage assets L of the terms inside the squared brackets in (21). We thus express this VFA, which is a linear and separable function of the inventory vector y i , as
Estimating the VFAs: LSML
We develop LSML to estimate the sets of inventory-specific VFA weight vectors tβ i , i P Izt0uu and tβ i , i P Izt0uu. This method relies on the same set of arrays of forward curves sample paths indexed by set H that both LSMN and ILSMN employ. In addition, at each stage other than the first one LSML obtains value function estimates for a set of inventory vectors that we refer to as evaluation inventory vectors.
Algorithm 3: LSML inputs : (i) Set of basis functions tφ i,b , pi, bq P IˆB i u.
(ii) Set of arrays of forward curves samples tF h i , pi, hq P IˆHu. (iii) Set of sets of reference vectors t q Y i , i P Izt0uu.
initialization: (i) Define β I and β I as vectors of zeros.
(ii) Construct the set of sets of evaluation inventory vectors t q Y i , i P Izt0uu.
for i " I´1 to 1 do (i) for py i , hq P q Y iˆH do Solve the linear program (23) to obtain the inventory-specific value function estimate v i py i , F h i q. (ii) Perform a least squares regression on the set of inventory-specific value function estimates tv i py i , F h i q, py i , hq P q Y iˆH uu to determine the stage i inventory-specific VFA weight vectors β i and β i .
output
: Sets of inventory-specific VFA weight vectors tβ i , i P Izt0uu and
Algorithm 3 gives a synopsis of LSML. The inputs of this method are the set of basis functions and the set of arrays of forward curves sample paths. LSML defines the inventory-specific VFA weight vectors β I and β I as vectors of zeros and constructs the set of sets of evaluation inventory vectors t q Y i , i P Izt0uu. Each set q Y i has L`1 vectors with elements that are consistent with the inventory levels used to define the inventory-specific VFA in stage i: The L vectors with their l-th element equal to the largest inventory level that the l-th storage asset can attain at stage i and each of their other elements equal to the smallest inventory level that each of the other storage assets can achieve at stage i, as well as the inventory vector with all its elements equal to their corresponding latter inventory levels. LSML then executes the following steps for each stage I´1 back to 1:
• In step (i) it obtains the inventory-specific value function estimate v i py i , F h i , β i , β i q for each evaluation inventory vector y i P q Y i and array of forward curves sample path index h P H based on the known stage i`1 inventory-specific VFA weight vectors β i`1 and β i`1 . This estimate is the optimal objective function value of the linear program max
This model corresponds to the maximization in (10) but with the continuation function W i replaced by the CFA obtained by taking the expectation of the VFA (22) expressed for stage i`1 and state py i`∆ y i px i q, F i`1 q given the forward curve F h i and discounting it by δ. We make Assumption 8.1 to ensure that this expectation is easy to evaluate.
Assumption 8.1. The expectation E rφ i`1,b pF i`1 q|F i s can be evaluated exactly for each stage i, basis function φ i`1,b , and forward curve F i .
Common futures price evolution models, such as term structure models (see, e.g., Secomandi and Seppi 2014, Chapter 4), and basis functions that are polynomials of futures prices and call/put options that involve these prices (Nadarajah et al. 2017 ) satisfy this assumption. It holds in our numerical study discussed in §9.
• In step (ii) it performs a least squares regression on these value function estimates to determine the stage i inventory-specific VFA weight vectors β i and β i .
The LSML output is the sets of inventory-specific VFA weight vectors tβ i , i P Izt0uu and tβ i , i P Izt0uu.
Estimating the Dual Bound
We estimate our dual bound based on the set of G Monte Carlo sample paths of arrays of forward curves for stages 0 through I´1, each beginning from the known array of forward curves F 0 , tF g i , pi, gq P IˆGu, with G :" t1, . . . , Gu. The dual penalty corresponding to reaching stage i`1 from stage i with inventory vector y i`1 for the g-th sample path in this set is
This quantity penalizes knowledge in stage i of the stage i`1 array of forward curves F g i`1 . We apply the "good" penalty approach (Brown et al. 2010, §2. 3) based on the VFA (22) and obtain
which is linear in the inventory vector y i`1 because of the linearity of λ i`1 p¨, β i`1 , β i`1 q. Assumption 8.1 allows exact evaluation of this penalty. For each array of forward curves sample path indexed by g P G we solve the dual linear program
which is the linear program (12)- (15) formulated at stage 0 and state py 0 , F 0 q by using the array of forward curves sample path tF g i , i P Iu and subtracting the dual penalty (24) from each term in its objective function. The average of the optimal objective function values of the G dual linear programs so obtained is an unbiased dual bound estimate; that is, an unbiased estimate of an upper bound on the optimal policy value of our MDP.
Numerical Study
In this section we conduct a numerical investigation of our methods in a natural gas setting. In §9.1 we describe our application. In §9.2 we discuss our results.
Natural Gas Application
Natural gas served more than one quarter of the 2012 energy consumption in the United States (EIA 2013). The availability and importance of this energy source has been growing with the ongoing shale boom (Smith 2013) . It has been projected that natural gas consumption in North America will increase by 18% between 2008 and 2030 and be accompanied by a need for 130-210 billion US dollars worth of natural gas infrastructure, of which eighty percent is for building new natural gas pipeline systems (INGAA 2009 ). In our application, natural gas transport and storage assets are contracts that give merchant companies access to portions of the capacity of interconnected pipelines and storage facilities. Specifically, merchants own the natural gas that pipeline companies transport or store on their account. This contractual system describes the status quo of the natural gas industry in the Unites States. In particular, we focus on firm contracts that give merchants guaranteed access to natural gas storage and transport capacity (Sturm 1997 ).
We consider a realistic network of natural gas transport and storage assets that we created in conjunction with an energy trading company. This network is made up of eight markets and three storage facilities corresponding to parts of the Texas Eastern Transmission Company (TETCO), Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Company (TRANSCO), and Algonquin Gas Transmission (AGT) systems. Figure 1 illustrates it. Three markets correspond to TRANSCO zones 3, 4, and 6, which we label TR3, TR4, and TR6; four markets to TETCO zones 1 through 3 and East Louisiana, which we label TE1, TE2, TE3, and TEELA; and one market to AGT. The Washington and Eminence storage facilities (WS and ES) are connected to zones TR3 and TR4, respectively. The Bobcat storage facility (BS) is located at an interconnect station (IS) between TR3 and TEELA. An edge The cash flow of a trade includes the cost of purchasing or revenue from selling energy at the prevailing spot price of the market where energy is transacted and two types of variable costs:
Marginal costs and in-kind losses. The merchant incurs a marginal cost on each unit of energy transported, injected, or withdrawn. In-kind losses model the use of energy to fuel the transport of energy between nodes or the injection or withdrawal of energy into or out of storage, as well as inefficiencies when transporting energy or modifying the energy inventory. For example, compressor stations create pressure differentials between natural gas pipeline segments, enabling the transport of natural gas. Natural gas storage injections and withdrawals are also based on pressure differentials obtained by the use of pumps. Merchants pay the pipeline company in kind for the fuel used by the compressors and pumps. The term α 1 j ps i q in the reward function (8) comprises in kind losses, costs from purchases, and revenues from sales, whereas the term α 2 j in this function captures the marginal costs. Online Appendix B.2 provides detailed expressions for these terms.
We use a time horizon equal to thirteen months each subdivided into four weekly periods so that the number of stages I is fifty-two. We model the risk-neutral dynamics of the array of forward curves using a multi-market version of a multifactor term structure model that is common in both the merchant energy trading literature and practice (Cortazar and Schwartz 1994 , Clewlow and Strickland 2000 , Secomandi and Seppi 2014 , Chapter 4, Secomandi et al. 2015 , and references therein). We denote by K the number of stochastic factors in this model. We associate the standard normal random variable Z k to factor k. These random variables are mutually independent. Given stages i 1 and i with i 1 ą i, we denote by σ k,i,i 1 ,m the loading coefficient within time interval rT i , T i`1 q on the k-th factor for the price of the futures contract with maturity at time T i 1 for market m. For each stage i P IztI´1u, later stage i 1 P ti`1, . . . , I´1u, and market m P M, our price model expressed in a form suitable for Monte Carlo simulation is futures and basis swaps observed on the valuation dates of our instances to specify their respective initial arrays of forward curves. Because these contracts have monthly maturities, we employ the interpolation approach discussed by Guthrie (2009, §12) to derive the initial weekly forward curves.
There are forty-eight instances in total.
Results
For each stage i P IztI´1u our basis functions for both ILSMN and LSML are the constant 1 and the futures prices in set tF i,i 1 , i 1 P I, i 1 ą iu. This specification is common in the LSM literature (Longstaff and Schwartz 2001) . Nadarajah et al. (2017) use it to value natural gas storage in a single market. It satisfies Assumption 8.1 for model (25) because ErF i 1 ,i 2 ,m |F i,i 2 ,m s " F i,i 2 ,m for each i, i 1 , i 2 P I with i ă i 1 ă i 2 and m P M. For both ILSMN and LSML, we set to 2,000 the number of arrays of forward curves Monte Carlo sample paths H. At each iteration of ILSMN we use H " 200 such paths to generate reference inventory vectors. Employing all the 2,000 paths does lead to better policies but increases the ILSMN computational effort by up to 6 times. We only add a new such vector to the current set of these vectors if its Euclidean distance from this set exceeds 1% of the minimum of the maximal allowed inventory of the storage assets (min lPLȳl ; see §6.4).
This choice reduces the computational effort of ILSMN by a factor of 2.5 without appreciably affecting the quality of its policy on average. We terminate ILSMN when the estimate of the value of the policy corresponding to stopping this algorithm at a given iteration is less than 0.1% of the analogous value for the policy associated with the previous iteration (see §6.4). We let the number of arrays of forward curves Monte Carlo sample paths G used to evaluate our policies and dual bound be equal to 10,000. illustrate these features on the instances that pertain to the January and July valuation months and the BS-ES-WS network. policies are near optimal but the former policy marginally outperforms the latter one-roughly by 1% on average and by at most 3%. Moreover, our dual bound is close to optimal. Our computational platform is a 64 bits Dell OptiPlex XE2 Mini Tower with 64GB of memory, an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2609 v2 processor, the Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS operating system, the g++ 4.8 compiler, the LAPACK 3.X library with a single processor for least squares regressions, and the Gurobi 5.0 linear programming solver (Gurobi Optimization 2012). Table 2 reports the computational effort of applying our methods to our instances under this set up. Estimating the value of the RH policy takes on average 20, 32, 27, and 39 CPU minutes on the BS, BS-WS, BS-ES, and BS-ES-WS instances. On these instances the execution of the ILSMN algorithm and the estimation of the value of the resulting policy on average require 6, 32, 14, and 54 and 2, 3, 2, and 3 CPU minutes, respectively, for a total of 8, 35, 16, and 57 CPU minutes. ILSMN is thus faster than RH on the BS and BS-ES instances and slower than RH on the remaining instances, in particular the BS-ES-WS ones. On the BS, BS-WS, BS-ES, and BS-ES-WS instances the average burden of obtaining a dual bound estimate is 5, 15, 13, and 27 CPU minutes, of which 4, 13, 11, and 25 are for running LSML and 1, 2, 2, and 2 are for estimating this bound.
We also assess the degree of substitution between the storage-based and transport-alone activities on our instances (see the discussion that follows Proposition 4.1 in §4.1). We approximate the optimal policy value, V 0 py 0 , F 0 q, with our estimate of the value of the RH policy and use the estimated value of this policy restrained to perform only storage-based trades as a proxy of the value of the optimal storage-based policy, V S 0 py 0 , F 0 q. We obtain an unbiased estimate of the value of the optimal transport-alone policy, V T 0 py 0 , F 0 q, by solving the linear program (12)- (15) restricted to transport-alone trades along each of our arrays of forward curves sample paths and cumulating the discounted resulting cash flows. Our proxies of the respective averages across all our instances of the quantities maxtV S 0 py 0 , F 0 q, V T 0 py 0 , F 0 qu and V S 0 py 0 , F 0 q`V T 0 py 0 , F 0 q expressed as percentage ratios of our stand-in for V 0 py 0 , F 0 q are 89% and 165%. These figures suggest that considerable substitution between the storage-based and transport-alone activities occurs on our instances.
Conclusions
We study the trading of energy by merchant companies that operate networks of storage and transport assets. We formulate this problem as an MDP in which the energy prices are the source of uncertainty. This MDP is intractable. We thus develop heuristics and estimate both lower and dual bounds on the optimal operating policy value within Monte Carlo simulation. Our methodological developments rely on the application of linear optimization. They extend single storage asset ADP methods that are close to optimal and variants of two of which are available commercially. Specifically, we propose (i) RH, a deterministic reoptimization technique; (ii) ILSMN, an iterative LSM method; and (iii) a perfect information dual bound. We perform a numerical study based on realistic natural gas instances. Our dual bound is near tight and both our heuristics lead to policies that are close to optimal. In contrast to RH, ILSMN features slightly larger optimality gaps and requires some tuning, yet it runs faster on both our instances with one storage asset and one batch of our instances with two storage assets. Overall, RH and our dual bound are a practical approach to solve our model near optimally. Our proposed methods could augment single storage asset software and are potentially relevant beyond the application considered in this paper.
Online Appendix

A Proofs
The section includes the proofs of the results stated in §4 and §7.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let π˚be an optimal policy to (9) and π S,˚a nd π T,˚b e the storage and transport policies, respectively, that make up π˚. The upper bounding inequality V 0 py 0 , F 0 q ď V T 0 py 0 , F 0 q`V S 0 py 0 , F 0 q follows because π S,˚a nd π T,˚a re feasible but not necessarily optimal policies to the two model versions of (9) specified with the restrictions π P Π T and π P Π S , respectively.
Letπ S andπ T be the optimal policies to versions of (9) specified with the restrictions π P Π T and π P Π S , respectively. Sinceπ S andπ T are both feasible, but not necessary optimal, policies to (9), we obtain the lower bounding inequality V 0 py 0 , F 0 q ě maxtV T 0 py 0 , F 0 q, V S 0 py 0 , F 0 qu.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. To prove the claimed characterization we require the finiteness of the value and continuation functions of SDP (10). It is obvious that not trading results in zero value. Hence, V i py i , F i q ě 0 ą´8, which implies that W i py i`1 , F i q ą´8. Further, the value from selling as much as possible at each market at every stage provides an upper bound, that is, 
Thus, the value and continuation functions of SDP (10) are finite. We now proceed by induction to prove the claimed result. At stage I´1, for a given F i , we have
The optimization in the right hand side of this equality is a linear program with y I´1 appearing in the right hand side of inequalities (5) and (6) defining the polyhedral feasible set X py i q. It thus follows from standard linear programming results (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis 1997, Ch. 5 ) that V I´1 py I´1 , F I´1 q is piecewise linear concave in y I´1 . The continuation function at stage I´1 is zero by definition and is therefore piecewise linear concave. Make the induction hypothesis that the value and continuation functions are piecewise linear concave in their first arguments also for stages i`1, i`2, . . . , I´2. We proceed to prove the claim at stage i. From the finiteness of the continuation function in every stage and the induction hypothesis, it is easy to verify that the continuation function is piecewise linear concave in its first argument at stage i. This fact and the linearity of the reward function imply the piecewise linear OA-1 concavity of rpx i , s i q`W i py i`∆ y i px i q, F i q in x i , which belongs to a convex (polyhedral) feasible set X py i q with y i in the right hand side of two of its defining inequalities. Thus, V i py i , F i q is the objective function of a linear program and is piecewise linear concave in y i . The claimed piecewise linear concavity of the value and continuation functions at all stages for a given array of forward curves follows from the principle of mathematical induction.
Proof of Proposition 7.1. (a) Fix an arbitrary stage i and state py i , F i q. We define an extended optimal solution of max
as its optimal decision vector xi , y i , and the optimal solution to the model representing x W RH i py i∆ y i pxi q, F i q. This extended solution is feasible to (12)-(15) because the constraints in (1) and this model together encode the constraints (13)-(15). Moreover, the optimal objective function value of (1) is the same as the value of the objective function (12) evaluated at this extended optimal solution. Conversely, given an optimal solution pxi 1 , yi 1 q for all i 1 P ti, . . . , I´1u to (12)- (15), it follows from its constraints that (i) yi`1 " y i`∆ y i pxi q, and (ii) pxi 1 , yi 1 q for all i 1 P ti`1, . . . , I´1u defines a feasible solution to the model that defines x W RH i py i`∆ y i pxi q, F i q. Thus the extended optimal solution set of (1) and the optimal solution set of (12)- (15) Finally, since x W RH i p¨, F i q is defined as the objective function of a linear program with y i`1 in the right hand side of one of its constraints, its piecewise linear concavity follows from standard linear programming theory (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis 1997, Ch. 5) .
(b) Since y i`1 appears in the right hand side of constraints Θ i`1 py i`1 q and the objective is maximization, it follows from standard linear programming theory that x W LSM i p¨, F i q is piecewise linear concave in y i`1 (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis 1997, Ch. 5) . To see that it is also a concave envelope, we consider the dual of the linear program that defines x W LSM i p¨, F i q:
The variable a 0 and the vector of variables a 1 :" pa 1,l , lq of this linear program can be interpreted as an intercept and slope of a hyperplane. The objective function (2) minimizes the evaluation of this hyperplane at y i`1 . The constraints (3) ensure that the evaluation of the hyperplane defined by a 0 and a 1 at any inventory sample y q i`1,l is an upper bound on
At optimality, at least L`1 constraints will hold as an equality, and the inventory samples corresponding to these tight constraints will contain L`1 affinely independent vectors. Thus, the hyperplane defined by a 0 and a 1 is a facet of the concave envelope. From strong duality, it follows that x W LSM i p¨, F i q equals the value on this concave envelope.
B Additional Details on Natural Gas Application
This section contains more detailed information on the natural gas network instances and price model calibration that we use for our computational experiments in §9. We will need an outline of the subsections before submitting this revision. It can be done later.
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B.1 Maximal Inventory Levels and Capacity Values
The storage asset maximal inventory levels (ȳ l ) for BS, ES, and WS are equal to 1 MMBtu, 0.40 MMBtu, and 3.30 MMBtu, respectively. The injection capacities (Cl ) for BS, ES, and WS are 0.1125 MMBtu/week, 0.025 MMBtu/week, and 0.1375 MMBtu/week, respectively. The withdrawal capacities (Cĺ ) for BS, ES, and WS are equal 0.1875 MMBtu/week, 0.10 MMBtu/week, and 0.2875 MMBtu/week, respectively. The receipt and delivery capacities at all the TRANSCO markets (nodes) other than the market TR3 are 0.0375 MMBtu/week and 0.0625 MMBtu/week, respectively; the receipt (C R m ) and delivery (C D m ) capacities at both markets TR3 and TEELA are 0.1125 MMBtu/week and 0.1875 MMBtu/week, respectively; and the receipt and delivery capacities at the AGT market and all the TETCO markets other than the market TEELA are 0.0225 MMBtu/week and 0.0375 MMBtu/week, respectively.
here, the term α 1 j,u 1 psq includes the per-unit cost incurred or revenue earned from buying or selling energy, respectively, and the corresponding monetized in-kind losses when executing trade j, and the term α 2 j,u 1 represents the marginal cost incurred when executing trade j. The first case in the definition of α 1 j,u 1 psq accounts for the withdrawal fuel cost in a withdrawal path; the second for the purchase plus transport fuel cost between the first two nodes in transport and injection paths; the third for the monetized transport fuel cost for transport between nodes, not including the first and last node, in any path; the fourth for the injection fuel cost in an injection path; and the fifth for the revenue from selling energy in withdrawal and transport paths.
For each storage asset l, the injection and withdrawal fuel factors (ηl and ηĺ ) equal to 1 and 0.985, respectively; and injection and withdrawal commodity charges (cl and cĺ ) equal to $0.02 /MMBtu and $0.01 /MMBtu, respectively (in the natural gas industry, an in-kind loss is known as a fuel loss and a marginal cost as a commodity charge). The parameters of the transport assets are commodity charges and fuel factors (c m,m 1 and η m,m 1 , respectively) as given in Tables 1-3. Table 2 : Transport fuel factors (η m,m 1 ) for the months December to March. TR4  TR6  TEELA  TE1  TE2  TE3  AGT  BS  ---1  --1  ----ES  ---1  ------WS  -1  -------TR3  - 
BS ES WS TR3
B.3 Calibration of Forward Curve Model
Our data set includes 1 year and 3 months of natural gas closing futures prices for Henry Hub, Louisiana, and basis swaps from June 2011 to August 2012 for each of the 8 markets in Figure 1 , from which we created monthly forward curves of futures price for these 8 markets. To calibrate price model (25), we needed to use this monthly data set to determine the number of factors K and TR4  TR6  TEELA  TE1  TE2  TE3  AGT  BS  ---0.05  --0.0103  ----ES  ----------WS  ---------TR3  -0.02253 0.04454  -----TR4  -0.04027  -----TR6  ------TEELA  - obtain loading coefficients on a weekly time scale. We explain below our approach to obtain each of these quantities.
We first estimated monthly sample variance-covariance matrices of the daily log futures price returns across maturities and markets. We then performed a principal component analysis of these matrices and estimated the monthly loading coefficients accordingly (see for details). We chose the number of factors K equal to 6 because this is the smallest value that explains more than 99% of the total observed variance in each of our monthly data sets. The estimated loading coefficients are available at http://selvan.people.uic.edu.
Obtaining weekly loading coefficients from monthly loading coefficients at each market can be done in several approximate ways. We choose one approach. The first issue we face is the lack of a month i loading coefficient for trading within this month since the first maturity is for month i`1. We address this issue by choosing the weekly loading coefficients for maturities at weeks within month i to equal the month i loading coefficient with maturity in month i`1. The second issue is that this approach does not work for the last month, where we do not have a loading coefficient with a prompt month maturity. In this case, we choose the loading coefficients for maturities in weeks within the last month to equal the monthly loading loading coefficient at the penultimate trading month with maturity at the last month. Finally, for the remaining cases, we set the weekly loading coefficient equal to the monthly loading coefficient such that that the trading week and maturity week are contained within the trading month and maturity month. Table 4 displays the estimated percentage optimality gaps of the RH and ILSMN policies measured with respect to our estimated dual bound for each instance.
B.4 Estimated Optimality Gaps
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